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Nucleate Boiling 
One of 4 modes of boiling 
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What happens to the bubbles when you take away gravity? 
Wide Terrestrial Application: cooking, power generation, electronics cooling. 
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Predictions 
Two different outcomes have been previously observed. 
Photo courtesy of Fukada 
3 
Experimental Setup 
NASA’s Reduced Gravity Student Flight Opportunity – Weightless Wonder 
4 
Cell and Wire Geometries 
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Results (Gravitational Effects) 
Zero Gravity On Earth 
Observations: 
• 1-g Bubble Dynamics:  
Follows Convection Current 
Smaller Bubbles 
Fast Departure 
 
• 0-g Bubble Dynamics: 
Immediate Re-Condensation 
Larger Bubbles 
L0nger Growth before Departure 
5 
Results (Power Dissipation Effect) 
Increasing Power 
With Increasing Power Levels: 
Smaller bubble diameters 
More small bubbles 
Transition to no bubbles 
Transition to jets 
Greater flow 
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Results (Geometry Effect) 
Single Wire 3-Wire Twist 4-Wire Twist 
Single Wire: 
Small bubble diameters 
Bubble departures 
Transitions to jets 
 
3-Wire Geometry: 
Largest bubble diameters 
Bubbles cling to wires 
Slower to transition to jets 
 
4-Wire Geometry: 
Seems to approximate single wire 
7 
Relative Bubble Area Analysis 
8 
#1 1) Determine first picture (Pre Boiling) 
2) Determine picture to compare 
3) Subtract pictures 
4) Count number of changed pixels 
5) Plot changed pixels vs time 
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Boiling Onset Conditions 
On Set Heat Flux: 
Single Wire - 0.825 MW/m2 
3-Wire Twist - 0.396-0.519 MW/m2 
4-Wire Twist - 0.586 MW/m2 
9 
Steady State Boiling 
No boiling in 0-g or 
 1-g 
No boiling in 1-g  
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Questions/Comments 
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Further Research 
12 
1) Extend known range up to critical heat flux 
2) Further resolve onset conditions 
3) 2-D Heater: 
• Electric pulses to ‘seed’ the bubbles 
• Bubbles continue accepting heat 
• Possibility for controlled cooling 
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